COMMENTARY

Outcomes, Costs, and Policy Caution
A Commentary on the Cost Utility of the Latest Antipsychotic Drugs
in Schizophrenia Study (CUtLASS 1)

S

CHIZOPHRENIA

IS

among the most serious psychiatric illnesses, causing both
personal suffering and
impaired functioning. Almost 90%
of people with this illness are not employed, and many rely on family assistance and public support to pay
for their health care and daily living expenses. In 1990, the Americans With Disabilities Act sought to
increase work opportunities and reduce disability. However, between
1994 and 2003, recipients of Social
Security Administration disability
benefits for schizophrenia increased by 35% from 400 000 to
550 000, double the rate of increase of cardiovascular disability
and 3 times the 11% growth in the
adult population (Pamela Mazerski, associate commissioner, Social

See also pages 1069
and 1079
Security Administration, written
communication, 2004).
During these years, the dissemination of second-generation antipsychotic (SGA) medications has
been the most hopeful development in the medical treatment of this
illness. Dozens of studies have described reduced adverse effects, better compliance, and greater symptom reduction (especially for
negative symptoms and depression), and some have shown lower
costs than older medications. In
1994, the year risperidone was released, annual domestic expenditures on antipsychotic medication
totaled $1.4 billion and less than 5%
of patients received SGAs. A decade later, 6 different SGAs are available in the United States. Almost
90% of patients with schizophrenia
receive these new drugs, with costs

exceeding $10 billion annually, 70%
paid through Medicaid.1 While researchers have attempted to differentiate the effectiveness of individual SGA medications,2 guidelines
tend to treat them as a class, and
their enthusiastic reception appears to have been a “class” phenomenon, with each drug experiencing increased annual sales every
year following its release. High expectations for these agents are reflected in daily wholesale prices for
the treatment of schizophrenia ($6$12/d) that are 4 to 6 times the daily
costs of newer antidepressants ($2$3.50/d), the most widely prescribed on-patent psychotropic
drugs, and as much as 100 times the
cost of some first-generation antipsychotics (FGAs).3
In response, primarily, to the
promise of reduced adverse effects,
first-line use of SGAs has been advocated by guidelines from the
American Psychiatric Association,4
the United Kingdom’s National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence,5 the Texas Medication Algorithm Project,6 and the Expert
Consensus Guideline Series in the
Treatment of Schizophrenia, which
observed as early as 1999 that SGAs
were rendering conventional antipsychotics obsolete.7 These recommendations recently received empirical backing from an important
meta-analysis of 124 studies that
concluded that 4 widely used SGAs
(clozapine, olanzapine, risperidone, and amisulpiride) were more
effective than FGAs, although effect
sizes for olanzapine, risperidone, and
amisulpiride were small by conventional standards (0.21-0.29) and 6
other SGAs did not show superiority to FGAs.2
It was thus unexpected that the
Cost Utility of the Latest Antipsychotic Drugs in Schizophrenia Study
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(CUtLASS 1), a large (N=227), randomized clinical trial from the
United Kingdom, with an unusually high 12-month follow-up rate of
81%, found no advantages of SGAs
over FGAs on standard measures of
quality of life (the primary outcome) or on discontinuation rates,
symptoms, or adverse effects.8 Nor
were there any savings on health
costs, even after excluding the
greater costs of the SGAs themselves.
Several methodological features
that might account for these findings deserve comment: (1) the study
compared physician’s choice of any
SGA to choice of any FGA, rather
than comparing specific agents; (2)
both physicians and patients were
unblinded to treatment assignment
(although efforts were made to keep
raters unbiased); and (3) sulpiride
was the most commonly chosen
FGA, an FGA similar in name to the
SGA amisulpiride (neither of which
is available in the United States).
Some of these design features may
be viewed as strengths. The novel design of CUtLASS 1 is closer to “realworld practice” than typical monotherapy trials because treatments are
always unblinded and numerous
drugs are available in real practice.
This flexible design also yielded
higher 12-month follow-up rates
than previous studies. Although researchers have focused on differentiating the SGAs from one another,
both practice guidelines and physician behavior suggest that they are
treated as a class in practice and thus
may deserve evaluation as a class as
they are in CUtLASS 1.
CUtLASS 1 also applied an exceptional array of sophisticated analytic methods, including multiple
imputation to address missing data,
and tested minimally significant
clinical differences to properly sup-
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port the conclusion that, in this
study, at least, FGAs are not inferior
to SGAs. In contrast to the reliance
on potentially biased analytic strategies in many earlier studies, most
notably, use of last observation carried forward,9 these methods represent an advance for the field.
A serious limitation, however, is
that only 59% of patients continued taking their originally assigned
medication for the full year. However, overall differences in completion rates taking the initial drug were
not significantly different between
FGAs and SGAs, and a 12-week
analysis of “on protocol” cases
showed the same pattern of results
as the trial overall. The authors further argue that the pharmacologic
features of sulpiride, a “pure” D2 antagonist that has been available since
the mid-1960s, are more akin to
those of FGAs than SGAs. Because
rigorous drug evaluation was rare 50
years ago, a 1999 Cochrane review
of the sulpiride literature failed to
find substantial evidence that it was
superior even to placebo, let alone
either FGAs or SGAs.10 Generalizability of CUtLASS 1 results to other
FGAs is thus uncertain, but sulpiride was not an unfair FGA drug
for comparison with SGAs since it
has nothing clinically to distinguish it from FGAs and was the physicians’ most common choice.
Perhaps the most important contribution of CUtLASS 1 is that 80%
of patients who entered the trial had
been taking FGAs prior to randomization. A problem that complicates interpretation of SGA research is that subjects who entered
studies in the early years of their
availability often did so because they
were dissatisfied with their FGA
medication and were thus likely to
benefit from “something new,” as
compared with controls, who were
often assigned FGAs to which they
had previously been unresponsive.
Reciprocally, patients who agree to
enter more recent studies of SGAs,
now that they are the most widely
used antipsychotics, are more likely
be dissatisfied with their SGA medication and thus may be more likely
to benefit from “something old” that
they had not been exposed to recently, if ever. Because SGAs have
been less dominant in UK markets

than in the United States, the majority of patients entering CUtLASS
1 were taking FGAs prior to randomization. Although we do not
have data on their lifetime experience with SGAs, the “no difference” findings in CUtLASS 1 are thus
not likely to be explained by overrepresentation of SGA nonresponders among study recruits.
While the results of CUtLASS 1
differed from those of many SGA
studies, they echo the findings of 2
recent, large, long-term effectiveness studies that, like CUtLASS 1,
were carried out under government auspices—a 12-month Department of Veterans Affairs Cooperative Study of 309 patients randomly
assigned to olanzapine or haloperidol administration11 and the 18month National Institute of Mental
Health–funded Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE) Schizophrenia
Trial that compared 1460 patients
assigned to 4 different SGAs and the
FGA perphenazine.12
The Department of Veterans Affairs Cooperative Study found no statistically significant differences between haloperidol and olanzapine on
time to all-cause discontinuation,
symptoms, quality of life, or pseudoparkinsonian symptoms.11 Careful comparison of 6-week dropout
data suggested that the use of prophylactic anticholinergics with haloperidol improved the effectiveness
of this generally unpopular FGA
drug and might explain the difference of these results from studies
cited by Davis et al,2 two thirds of
which compared SGAs with haloperidol without prophylactic anticholinergics.13
The CATIE study, similarly,
found no significant differences in
time to all-cause discontinuation, the
primary outcome, or on any neurological adverse effect between each
of 4 different SGAs and perphenazine, an intermediate-potency
FGA.12 While both the Department
of Veterans Affairs trial and CATIE
found advantages for olanzapine on
some secondary outcomes (especially akathisia and neurocognition
in the Department of Veterans Affairs trial), both also found increased weight gain and potential
risk of metabolic syndrome.
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The authors of all 3 of these trials
reported surprise and consternation over the differences between
their findings and the existing literature. While each study has discernable limitations, taken together, they cannot be easily
dismissed. A basic assumption of
clinical research is that the results
of carefully conducted clinical trials
of the same agents in the same illness should not be grossly inconsistent. Support for research cannot be
justified if the results only pertain to
the specific samples and methods
used in each study.
A synthesis of the results of these
studies is sorely needed and can, perhaps, be deduced from 2 observations. First, even in the large metaanalysis,2 the effect sizes for SGAs
other than clozapine are small for 3
widely used drugs and not significantly different from zero for 6 others. Second, in the 3 recent practical trials, small methodological
differences in sample selection,
choice of comparison drug, or dosing—differences that did not seem
substantial to study designers at the
outset—apparently resulted in unexpected study results and conclusions. We might assume that the effects of a substantially beneficial
treatment would not flip-flop with
modest differences in study design.
Reciprocally, we might conclude that
when such apparently minor methodological differences do tilt the results in opposite directions, differences between agents may be very
small, if they exist at all. Since both
FGAs and SGAs do show robust and
consistent advantages over placebo, we can be confident that basic methods and measures used in
our field are not seriously flawed.
The effect size reported for haloperidol vs placebo in the Davis et al
meta-analysis2 was significant and
moderate in magnitude at 0.60.
Much, however, remains unknown. Research is not conclusive
on crucial long-term effects of SGAs
on tardive dyskinesia (TD) or metabolic risk factors. A recent review
concluded that SGAs may pose less
risk of TD than FGAs but acknowledged that supporting trial data are
limited.14 Some recent reports suggest the risk of TD with SGAs may
have been underestimated15-17 and a
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meticulous replication of a 1985
study of TD at 1 community mental health center found no overall reduction in TD prevalence in 2003 in
spite of widespread use of SGAs.18
Furthermore, the expected release of
presumably lower-priced generic risperidone, in 2007, may bring an unheralded shift in market behavior
with the advent of far cheaper SGAs.
In the face of substantial cost differences between FGA and SGA
treatments and small, inconsistent
differences in effectiveness and adverse effects in clinical trials, some
may be tempted to conclude from
this research that the benefits of
SGAs have not justified their costs
and that “fail first” or other pharmacy benefit policies should be
implemented to foster more selective and judicious use of these expensive drugs. While all research
findings, not just the most recent
findings, deserve consideration in
policy decisions, ethicists have urged
extensive and cautious deliberation among stakeholders before major policy changes are implemented.19 While the publication of
CUtLASS 1 and other recent studies20 has questioned previously held
certainties, these unexpected empirical findings should not lead to a
precipitous turn away from policies that support open formularies
for psychotropic drugs. Data from
clinical trials are only 1 type of information of relevance to public discourse. A comprehensive public dialogue is needed prior to policy action
and should involve patients, health
care professionals, researchers, industry representatives, and other
stakeholders. Policy change may
eventually be warranted, but potentially polarizing decisions are best
delayed until thoughtful public deliberation gives a chance for comprehensive review, consensus building, and shared understanding.
Unfortunately, the United States
currently lacks institutions that are
either responsible for, or capable of,
convening such public discussions
or for guiding clashing parties to mutually acceptable agreement. The
mandate of the Food and Drug Administration does not extend to comparing the value of approved treatments with one another, and the

Institute of Medicine typically addresses global policy issues through
one-time reports rather than ongoing deliberations. Congressional hearings on recent, well-publicized drug
failures have been occasions for vigorous finger-pointing rather than
thoughtful cost-benefit or policy
analysis. Private and public insurers, who have the most to gain from
vetting controversial, if rational, drug
policies, operate in isolation from one
another, with no corpus of precedent to draw from or add to. We are
thus left with brief sound bites, glossy
print ads, and adversarial rhetoric
about “fail-first policies,” “price gouging,” and “closing down the pipeline to future innovation.” What we
need is trustworthy leadership for nuanced consensus building. The cost
and potential effectiveness of health
care technologies are reaching new
heights and are increasingly influenced by both private economic incentives and public health interests.
Institutions for sustained public
health policy deliberation are needed
now more than ever.21
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